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Negotiation  
  .1

(What is the Arabic word for ''Negotiation''?)

 (B)  (A)

 (D)  (C)

 tiger  
 .2

(What is the Arabic word for ''tiger '' ?)

 (B)  (A)

 (D)  (C)

 .3

(What is the outcome of hurry ?)

 (B)  (A)

 (D)  (C)

ARABIC


 (341-A)


.  .1

.  .2

.  .3

 (A,B,C,D)  14  1  .4

. 

[1]

Time : 3 Hours] [Maximum Marks : 100

[100    3   ]

[1]

[1]
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 .4

(Which Sentence is correct ?)

 (B)  (A)

   (D)  (C)

..........    .5

(the word coming after   is .......)

 (B)  (A)

 (D)  (C)

 .6

(the objects are of .......types)

4 (B) 3 (A)

6 (D) 5 (C)

 ........  .7

(My brother bought eight ..... from the market)

 (B)  (A)

 (D)  (C)

[1]

[1]

[1]

[1]
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 .8

(What is the plural of the word   ? )

 (B)  (A)

 (D)  (C)

(D)  (A)  .9

(Fill in the blanks with suitable word from A to D)

 ......... 

 (B)  (A)

 (D)  (C)

  .10



(What is the Position of 


  in the above sentence ?)

 (B)  (A)

 (D)  (C)

[1]

[1]

[1]
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  .11

(Indicate verb, subject and object in the following Sentence)



 .12

(Use the following words in sentences)







 13

(Write Plural of the following words)




 14

(Write Singular of the following words)




 
 15

(What is Shart and Jawab Shart ? Describe write examples)

[4]

[4]

[4]

[4]

[4]
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 16

(use the following in Sentences)








 


 

 17

(Write four verbal Sentences on   or  

 )

   18

(Write four nominal Sentences on Mahatma Gandhi)



 19

(Pat vowel signs on the following text)

   

 






 20

(Correct the following Sentences)

 (B)  (A)

 (D)  (C)

[4]

[4]

[4]

[4]

[4]
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 /   21

(Translate any five Sentence into English / Urdu)

  (A)

 


 (B)

  (C)

  (D)




 (E)

 (F)

   22

(Translate five Sentence in Arabic)

(A) India known as country & wonders

(B) We must love our country

(C) Fatima, don't go to the market today

(D) these two girls are my class mates

(E) the new book is on my table

(F) He Weste two letters to his father within on month.

[10]

[10]
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 23

(Answer any five questions only)

 (A)





 (B)

  (C)


 (D)

 (E)

  (F)

 24

(Write an essay of ten Sentences on any of the following topics).

 (A)

 (B)




 (C)

 (D)

  25

(Write a latter in ten Sentences to your mother about you Study.)



[10]

[10]

[10]
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